
Award-winners MonSTRA 2010
Lisbon Animated Film Festival Several Nac., 2007-09, total dur. 71 min

Der Da Vinci Timecode by Gil Alkabetz 
DE, 2009, 3’ min. Special Jury’s Prize
One picture is taken apart in order to create an animated film from 
its fragments. Different parts of this one picture, based on similar forms, 
allow us to discover secret movements.

French Roast by Fabrice O. Joubert 
FR, 2008, 8’ 15 min. Onda Curta Awards
In a fancy Parisian Café, an uptight businessman is about to pay 
the check when he realizes that he’s lost his wallet. To save time 
he decides to order more coffee… A character driven short animated 
film about deceptive appearances. 

Cândido by Zepe (José Pedro Cavalheiro) 
PT, 2007, 11 min. Best Portuguese Short Film
Cândido has never loved. Manipulation is his favourite game.

The Great Task of Mr. Poulet by Andreia Costa
PT, 2009, 0’ 50 min. Best Portuguese Student Film
An eventful workday for a gentleman with great responsibilities.

Joseph’s Snails by Sophie Roze
FR, 2009, 12 min. Best Film for Young Audience
Joseph is a shy, introverted little boy who collects snails. One day he gets 
swallowed up by his own tummy-button and discovers the disturbing 
world of the “nacel-gazers”, people who, by only communicating with 
their navel, curl in on themselves and turn into snails…

Log Jam by Alexey Alexeev
HU, 2008, 2 min. Best TV Series
Three animals are playing music until being interrupyted by a hunter 
with his dog…

Divers in the Rain by Priit Pärn e Olga Pärn. EE, 2009, 11 min. 
Grand Prize RTP 2 | MONSTRA 2010 for Best Short/ Best Soundtrack
This a story about an everyday diver and a night dentist. Their kisses 
are always goodbye kisses. He is a diver and has to dive. She is tired 
and has to sleep. But there is no silent place in her dreams. 
And a big ship is sinking slowly in the rain. 

never Drive a Car When You’re Dead 
by Gregor Dashuber. DE, 2009, 1o min. Best Student Film
The awkward hero stumbles over a long forgotten piano. Music leads 
him from his rund existence out into the city life. He then plays a last 
funeral march to all the deadbeat figures on the sidewalk.
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Born in 2000, Monstra is currently an important reference in the national 
and international level. Celebrating artistic transversality, the festival offers 
competitive and non-competitive screenings, masterclasses, exhibitions and 
workshops.The programme now presented is a selection of the award-winners 
from this year’s edition. 


